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Auctions


Boundary Stones


Currency


Schools


Scrapbooks

A Collection of Pictures Showing the Present Condition of the Twenty-Six Original Boundary Stones Between the District of Columbia and Maryland. Pictures and Description by Fred W. Woodward, 1905. Date: 1905. Notebook with photographs. A notebook, handwritten, describing each surviving boundary stone around the District of Columbia dating from 1791 including a photograph of each, sometimes with the author and his horse or bicycle included. AS 687.


Sheet Music


Ships

**Jamestown Ter-Centennial Exposition.** Printed brochure. Printed by Con. P. Curran Printing Co., St. Louis, MO. Date: 1906. This advertisement pamphlet contains information about the Jamestown exhibitions, a map of the sites, some black and white illustrations, the dates of the exposition, and information about rail and steamship routes to Jamestown. AS 834.

**Norfolk & Washington Steamboat Co. Jamestown Exposition, April 26 – Nov. 30.** Color printed brochure. Date: 1907. Published by the Norfolk and Washington Steamboat Co. Advertises a day service to the Jamestown Tercentennial Exposition at Hampton Roads and Norfolk, Virginia. AS 567.


**SPORTS**

The **Federal Indoor Games**, 1910. Program for track and field event. Published by the Washington, D.C. YMCA. Date: 1910. Program for track competition sponsored by the Washington YMCA. Includes photos of athletes; cover shows a man hurdling. AS 972.

**STEREOGRAPH CARDS**

Stereographs, ca. 1855 to 1890. Total: 115 cards. By various photographers: J. F. Jarvis, Bell & Bros., Griffith & Griffith, W. M. Chase, E. & H.T. Anthony, Kilburn Bro., D. Appleton, W.M. Chase, C. Seaver, Jr., and Luke C. Dillon. Includes Washington, D.C. views: Capitol; White House; Jackson Statue; George Washington Statue at Washington Circle; Treasury; Post Office; Patent Office; Smithsonian Castle; White House; Agriculture Department; Navy Department; Pa. Ave.; Scott Circle; Botanic Garden; Arlington House; City Hall; State, War & Navy; Arsenal; Washington Monument; Arlington Cemetery; Oak Hill Cemetery; War Department; Mt. Vernon, Congressional Cemetery; and Sumner School. AS 748.

**TOLL ROADS**

Rates of Toll to be Paid Here. Date: December 18, 1833. Printed broadside. List of rates for using the toll road between Leesburg, Virginia and Washington, D.C. AS 705.

**TOURIST ITEMS**

1870s


1900s


Guide to Washington, D.C., Complements of the Passenger Department, Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. Printed guidebook. Published by the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, 1901. Includes photos of landmarks and a center map of the city with the Ellipse labeled “White Lot” and the Columbia Deaf and Dumb Institute. Shows B & O Station and lines leading to it. Rear map show entire B & O Railroad system with connections to St. Louis and Chicago. AS 970.
1910s


*The New Washington, an Illustrated Description of the Nation’s Capital.* Date: 1913. Author: George H. Gall, published by the D.C. Chamber of Commerce. Many architectural photographs. AS 975.

1920s


Group of nine miscellaneous photograph postcards of Washington, D.C. Date: ca. 1920. Published by three firms: Union News Co.; I & M. Ottenheimer, Baltimore; and B.B. Reynolds, Washington, D.C. Colored photographs printed on post cards. The post cards feature views of Union Station, the Post Office Dept. Building, and two birds-eye views. One is used and dated 1922. AS 988.

1950s

*The Diplomat Motel, Washington’s Largest and Finest Motel.* Date: ca. 1950. Published by AAA and the Diplomat Hotel. Lists rates at hotel, located at New York Ave and Bladensburg Road, N.E. with a view of the motel on rear cover. AS 968.

*Washington, Go by Train - Pennsylvania Railroad.* Published by the Pennsylvania Railroad, probably mid-20th century. Colored travel poster showing the dome of the U.S. Capitol, White House, Supreme Court, and National Gallery of Art. AS 946.

1970s


1980s


Black and white printed postcard showing old Corcoran Gallery (Renwick), ca. 1859. Published by Dover Publishing, Mineola, New York. Date: 1984. AS 856.


Black and white printed postcard showing the 1300 block of F St, NW, in 1906. Published by Dover Publishing, Mineola, New York. Date: 1984. AS 912.


Black and white printed postcard showing Hecht’s Greater Stores building on 7th Street, NW, 1911. Published by Dover Publishing, Mineola, New York. Date: 1984. AS 950.


Black and white printed postcard showing women’s suffrage parade up Pennsylvania Ave. through Union Square. Published by Dover Publishing, Mineola, New York. Date: 1984. AS 962.

2010s


TOYS

A New Dissected Map of the World with a Picture Puzzle of the Capitol at Washington. Jigsaw puzzle produced by McLoughlin Brothers, New York. Date: 1888. 632-A is the completed jigsaw puzzle featuring a colored lithograph of the Capitol. 632-B is a map entitled: “A new Dissected Map of the World with a Picture Puzzle of the Capitol at Washington.” This map, measuring is attached to the back of the completed puzzle. 632-C is the original, decorative storage box for the puzzle and map. AS 632.